Abstract-This paper presents a complete solution to the problem of attitude determination and control for satellites in elliptical orbits. Specifically, it shows how to create the orbital mechanics, account for perturbing gravity torques, create a nonlinear PD+ attitude controller, map the control signal to desired thrust firings, implement magnetic field and Sun vector models, and how to implement a Madgwick filter for attitude determination based on vector measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of developing Attitude Determination and Control Systems (ADCS) has received much attention the last century with general books such as [1] , [2] , [3] and [4] , as well as description of individual ADCS designs for different satellites in works such as [5] , [6] , [7] and [8] . This paper builds on much of the previous work, as well as the research done through the HiNCube project as presented in [9] , [10] and [11] . This work considers the problem of designing a complete ADCS system comprising of all the required components. Figure 1 shows the control structure and the required signal paths, giving an overview of the contents in this paper, as each block is described in detail to put the reader in position to design their own ADCS system.
A. Notation
This section is similar to [12] . The time derivative of a vector is denoted asẋ = dx/dt and the Euclidean length is written as ||x|| = √ x x. Superscript denotes the reference frame of a vector. The rotation matrix is denoted R c a ∈ SO(3) = {R ∈ R 3×3 : R R = I, det(R) = 1}, which rotates a vector from frame a to frame c and where I denotes the identity matrix. The angular velocity vector is denoted ω e a,c , which represents the angular velocity of frame c relative to frame a referenced in frame e. Angular velocities between different frames can be added together as ω e a,f = ω e a,c + ω e c,f (cf. [13] ). The time derivative of the rotation matrix is found asṘ The rotation matrix can be parameterized using quaternions (cf. [14] ), where the quaternion that represents a rotation from frame a to frame c is denoted q c,a ∈ S 3 = {q ∈ R 4 := 1} and can be written which performs a rotation of an angle ϑ c,a around the unit vector k c,a , and the inverse quaternion is defined as q a,c = η c,a − c,a , q * is also used to denote the inverse quaternion. The scalar part is denoted η c,a and the vector part as c,a ∈ R 3 , enabling the rotation matrix to be constructed as R c a = I + 2η c,a S( c,a ) + 2S
2 ( c,a ). Composite rotations are found using the quaternion product as (cf. [13] ) q c,e = q c,a ⊗ q a,e = T(q c,a )q a,e with
which ensures that the resulting quaternion maintains the unit length property, while the quaternion kinematics is given aṡ
B. Reference Frames Inertial: The Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) is denoted by F i and has its origin in the center of the Earth. The x i axis points towards the Vernal equinox, z i points through the north pole, and y i completes the right-handed orthonormal frame. Orbit: The orbit frame is denoted by F o and has the origin in the center of mass of the satellite (cf. [15, p. 479] ). The e r axis coincides with the radius vector r i ∈ R 3 going from the center of the Earth to the center of mass in the satellite. The e h axis is parallel to the orbital angular momentum vector, pointing in the normal direction of the orbit. The e θ completes the right-handed orthonormal frame and the vectors can be described as: e r = r i ||r i || , e θ = e h × e r and e h = h ||h|| where h = r i ×ṙ i . Body: The body frame is denoted by F b and has its origin in center of mass of the satellite, where its axes coincide with the principal axes of inertia of the satellite.
Desired: The desired frame is denoted by F d and can be defined arbitrarily. In this work it is simply set to a constant orientation, but it can be defined to achieve multiple objectives as described in [16] .
II. ORBITAL MECHANICS
This section relates the orbit frame to the inertial frame and presents how to find the radius, velocity, acceleration, angular velocity and angular acceleration vectors to properly describe the satellite's location in the orbit. The six classical Fig. 1 . Control structure. The required measurements are the magnetic field, the acceleration vector, the angular velocity, the Sun vector and the current time; where the current time serve as input to the mathematical models of the Sun vector, magnetic field and acceleration vector, which are required for attitude determination. By using the information about perturbing torques, orbital mechanics and current attitude and angular velocity, the control signal can be calculated using a PD+ controller, and mapped to thruster firings. This allows the satellite to obtain a desired attitude and angular velocity.
orbit parameters are defined as: the semimajor axis a, the eccentricity e, the inclination i, the right ascension of the ascending node Ω, the argument of the perigee ω, and the mean anomaly M . Given the radius from the center of the Earth to the perigee and apogee defined by r p and r a respectively, then the semimajor axis can be found as a = where μ = GM Earth with G as the gravitational constant and M Earth as the mass of the Earth. From this, the mean anomaly can be found as M = n(t − t 0 ) = ψ − e sin(ψ) where t is the time and t 0 is the time of passage of the perigee, and ψ is the eccentric anomaly. Further, to find where in the orbit the satellite is located, the true anomaly θ is required, which can be found as θ = cos −1 cos(ψ)−e 1−e cos(ψ) , which can be differentiated to find the rate as [17, p.42] 
, which allows for easy integration when calculating the orbital position. It is however, not possible to solve the eccentric anomaly analytically, such that it must be solved using an iterative algorithm as [1, p.26] 
where k is the iteration number and the algorithm is initialized with ψ 0 (t 0 ) = M (t 0 ), and allowed to run until the difference
. Note that this algorithm is valid as long as 0 < e < 1, which holds for elliptical orbits. The six classical orbit parameters together with the true anomaly now allow the rotation matrix from the inertial to the orbit frame to be constructed as given in equation (8) . Further, the radius vector to the satellite in the orbit frame is found as [1, p.26] 
where it can be rotated to the inertial frame as r i = R o i r o , and has length r = ||r i ||. The velocity vector in the orbit frame can be found as [1, p.27]
which can be rotated to the inertial frame as v i = R i o v o , and finally the acceleration vector can be obtained through differentiation as
and in the inertial frame as (9)- (11), the angular velocity of the orbit frame relative to the inertial frame can be found as ω
(r i ) r i and the angular acceleration asω
III. SUN VECTOR MODEL
To find the direction towards the Sun, it is possible to apply the Sun vector model presented in [3, pp.281 -282] , which is valid until the year 2050 and has an accuracy of 0.01
• . First the current time and date must be converted into the
Julian date through the algorithm (12) (cf. [3, p.189] 
M =357.5277233
where T UT 1 is the number of Julian centuries, λ M is the mean longitude of the Sun, M is the mean anomaly for the Sun, λ ecliptic is the ecliptic longitude, is the obliquity of the ecliptic, and s o is the Sun vector in orbit frame. Note that the angles are defined in degrees, and must be converted to radians before using the trigonometric functions. Hence, a relation between the Julian Date and the direction towards the Sun has been established, and will be used for attitude determination.
IV. MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL
There are many different geomagnetic models that can be applied for attitude determination, ranging from advanced models such as the 12th generation IGRF model [18] to simpler dipole models [19] . In this section a simple dipole model will be presented and used for attitude determination, where the underlying assumption is no Earth rotation and no orbit precession. This gives the magnetic field as [19] 
where t is the time measured from passing the ascending node of the orbit relative to the geomagnetic equator, μ f is the dipole strength, and the orbit's angular speed is ω 0 = ||ω
V. ATTITUDE DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
The attitude dynamics can be written relative to the inertial frame using Euler's moment equation as torques (e.g. gravity torque). For attitude control, it might be more interesting controlling the attitude relative to the orbit frame (e.g. to enable nadir pointing), and the angular velocity of the body frame relative to the orbit frame can be found as
and can be differentiated as
Further, to enable tracking of a desired quaternion and angular velocity defined relative to the orbit frame, let
∈ L ∞ denote a desired trajectory, then the quaternion and angular velocity error can be found as
which holds the kinematics as (cf. equation (2))
while the angular acceleration error can be found as
A. PD+ Attitude Controller
Paden and Panja presented in [20] a passivity-based approach for controlling robotic manipulators. This has later been applied for spacecraft in [21] showing very good performance. A similar controller will be derived in this section, also sharing some similarities with [12] . Let a Lyapunov Function Candidate be chosen as V =
where k p is a positive scalar gain. Its derivative is found using (25)-(27) aṡ
A PD+ control law can now be chosen as
where k d is another positive scalar gain, and τ 
B. Actuators
There are different kinds of actuators that can be used for attitude control of a satellite, such as thrusters, magnetic torquers or reaction wheels. This section presents how to map the control signal (29) to four thrusters used for attitude control. Let each thruster have a location relative to the center of mass denoted by r b i = r x r y r z and with an azimuth and an elevation angle described by γ and χ. Then the torque produced by the i'th thruster can be described as [1, p. 262]
where f i denotes the total thrust from the i'th thruster. Now, let the the thruster configuration be defined as given in Table I , then the torque can be written as τ b a = Bu where the control allocation matrix can be constructed as 
where f max denotes the maximum available thrust from the i'th thruster. After applying bang-bang modulation, the vector u can be constructed allowing the actuator torque to be found as τ 
C. Perturbing Torques
There are different kinds of perturbing torques, such as gravity torque, aerodynamic torque, magnetic field due to the electronics inside the satellite, as well as solar radiation torque. This section only considers the gravity torque, which is given as [15, p. 147 
where G is the gravitational constant, M Earth is the mass of the Earth and J is the inertia of the satellite, indicating that for nondiagonal inertia matrices, the gravity will induce torques to align the satellite with the gravity field. Hence, for this paper the perturbing torque is given by τ 
VI. ATTITUDE DETERMINATION
The Madgwick filter presented in [23] , shows good results in estimating the orientation based on IMU measurement. It is based on using gradient descent in combination with complementary filter to fuse sensor data together to produce the estimated quaternion. Alternatives are the TRIAD method [24] , by using the Kalman filter [25] or the Mahony filter [26] . In this section, the Madgwick filter is adapted to the case of attitude determination for satellites by including information about the Sun vector. Letq = q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 denote the quaternion estimate, a b , s b and m b are the measured acceleration, Sun vector and magnetic field respectively, and can be combined with the mathematical models of the same vectors in the orbit frame given in (11), (18) and (19) . Subscript k denotes the current estimate, while k − 1 denotes the previous estimate. First an objective function can be defined as
where the objective is find an estimated quaternion that minimizes this function, something that can be achieved by using gradient descent. The Jacobian matrix can be obtained as
and allows the gradient to be found as 
where β and ζ are gains, ΔT denotes the time-step,ω 
which contains non-diagonal terms which therefore will create perturbing moments due to the gravity. Now consider a satellite moving in an elliptical orbit. The objective is to point a sensor mounted along the x b axis in the nadir direction. This can be achieved by making q o,b → 1 0 0 0 , while the angular velocity must go to zero. Figure 2 shows the quaternion and angular velocity of the satellite during the maneuver. It is evident that after about 50 seconds, the objective is achieved. Since the attitude and angular velocity is not measured directly, the Madgwick filter is used to estimate these vectors. Figure 3 shows the estimation error, where both the quaternion error and angular velocity error converge to a bounded set close to zero.
The desired torque calculated using the PD+ controller is mapped to desired thrust values. The thruster firings are shown in Figure 4 , where it is observed that initially, some of the thrusters are kept constant on, while others are off. After converging to the desired quaternion and angular velocity, the thrusters are activated almost continuously to maintain the attitude. These activations can be removed by introducing thruster logic such that as long as the attitude error is kept below a threshold the thrusters are not activated.
CONCLUSION
This paper has shown how to design a complete attitude determination and control system comprising of orbital mechanics, Sun vector model, magnetic field model, actuator dynamics, a PD+ control law, nonlinear attitude dynamics and a Madgwick filter for attitude estimation. Simulations shows very good results, and this can serve as a basis for developing new results for ADCS systems.
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